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Giant Suppression of Flux-Flow Resistivity in Heavy-Ion Irradiated TI28azCa2Cu3010 Films:
Influence of Linear Defects on Vortex Transport
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A large shift of the onset of flux-flow resistivity and the irreversibility line H;„(T) to higher tempera-
tures is observed in T128a2CaqCu30]0 films containing linear defects created by Ag+ ' ion irradiation.
The H;„,(T), which has a characteristic L shape in highly anisotropic Tl and Bi based cuprates, becomes
more like that of YBa2Cu30q in the presence of these defects. The J, at 77 K also shows a large increase
as a result of Aux localization at the defects. The transport data indicate that in the H-T plane above

H;„(T) of the unirradiated material, an ensemble of unoccupied defects is required for effective pinning

of each Aux line in the system.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.70.Vy, 74.75.+t

Understanding the dynamics of Abrikosov vortices in

the force field of structural defects has been of consider-
able scientific and technological interest in the case of
copper-oxide based superconductors. A subclass of this
broad field concerns interactions between assemblies of
flux lines and linear defects of diameter bo) 2(,t, [1,2],
where g,t, is the a-b-plane coherence length. Recently, it

has been shown that heavy-ion induced linear defects in

YBa2Cu307 (YBCO) crystals provide strong flux pinning
at high temperatures [3,4]. The enhanced pinning is

manifested in a several orders of magnitude increase in

the magnetically measured critical current density (J, ) at
77 K in substantial fields and a large shift of the irrevers-

ibility line H;„(T) to higher temperatures. Magnetic
measurements of the J, and H;„(T) in heavy-ion irradi-
ated Bi-2:2:1:2crystals, on the other hand, suggest that
dissipation in this highly anisotropic cuprate occurs by
motion of pancake vortices which are poorly pinned by
linear defects in the temperature range -77 K [5,6].

The TlzBa2CazCu30to (Tl-2:2:2:3) phase of the thalli-

um cuprates is one of the most interesting high-T, super-

conductors. It has the highest known critical temperature
T, [7], and some transport [8] data suggest that it may
be less anisotropic as compared to the Bi based cuprates.
These properties, together with its tendency for a plate-
let-type growth in the basal plane in which current trans-

port is not impeded by grain boundaries [9], make it a

promising cuprate for large-scale conductor applications.
However, these favorable characteristics are masked by
the large reversible region in the H Tplane [10], whi-ch

does not allow usable supercurrent transport in the tem-

perature and field regimes of interest.
In contrast to the aforementioned magnetization data

on YBCO and Bi-2:2:1:2, and some low-temperature
magnetic measurements on Tl-2:2:2:3 ceramics [11],here
we report detailed transport measurements of the vortex
dynamics in the Tl-2:2:2:3 system with linear defects
created by heavy-ion irradiation. At the optimum defect

density, we measure a thousandfold enhancement in J, at
77 K for -2.5 T field aligned parallel to the defects.
This change is accompanied by a large shift of H;„(T)
and the onset of thermally activated flux flow (TAFF)
resistivity to higher temperatures. We consider these re-
sults novel as they reveal the following for the first time:
(a) Flux pinning by linear defects extends the tempera-
ture and field range of usable transport critical current in

this system; (b) the L-shaped irreversibility line, which is

characteristic of the highly anisotropic, double Bi-0 and
Tl-0 layer containing cuprates, becomes more like that of
YBCO; and (c) thermal fluctuations of a pinned flux line

transverse to its length require unoccupied defects in its

vicinity for optimum pinning at temperatures above the

H;„(T) of the unirradiated material.
Thin films of Tl-2:2:2:3 were grown on LaA103 sub-

strates by rf sputtering. X-ray 0-20 scans showed a high-

ly c-axis oriented growth normal to the plane of the sub-

strate and 96% phase purity. The remaining 4% of the

material was Tl-2:2:1:2 phase. The T, in the Tl-2:2:2:3
system is highly dependent on Ba/Ca ratio and Tl-2:2:1:2
intergrowth [7,12]. The resistively measured zero-field

T„(midpoint) of the film used here was 106.7 K and the
transition width -2 K. Details of film preparation have

been discussed elsewhere [12]. Two films of thickness
—1.2 pm were chosen for transport and ac screening
measurements before and after irradiation. One of the
films was patterned with a 300x1000 pm active area for
measurements of resistivity and J,. Standard ac and dc
techniques as described elsewhere [13] were used for this

purpose. The current density used for resistivity mea-

surements was -40 A/cm . The ac screening measure-
ments were performed using a two-coil mutual induc-

tance technique similar to the one described by Jeanneret
et al. [14] and operated at 100 kHz.

Silver ions, accelerated to 276 MeV in a tandem Van
de Graaff' accelerator, were used to irradiate the films.
The ion beam was incident at 2 deg oA the film normal.
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The sample used in transport measurements was irra-
diated at fluences of &=0.5, I, 2, and 4 (X 10" ions/
cm ), which correspond to the field-equivalent Auences 8&
(=1.2&go) =1.2, 2.3, 4.6, and 9.2 T, respectively, where

Ilute is the flux quantum. The approximate range of these
ions in Tl-2:2:2:3 is —16 pm and the energy loss rate
-25 keV/nm. It has been shown previously that irradia-
tion of high-T, cuprates with silver and gold ions of this
energy results in formation of linear tracks, 5-10 nm in

diameter, of amorphized material [13,15].
Activation of vortices from their respective pinning

wells at tetnperatures where the thermal energy becomes
comparable to the pinning potential is the primary cause
of dissipation in high-T, cuprates. The TAFF resistivity,
which varies as p=poexp[ U(T)/k—aT] in the classical
Anderson-Kim picture, is a manifestation of this process.
In this simplest single-particle activation picture of dissi-
pation which neglects many-body effects [16], any
enhancement in the pinning potential [U(T)] due to the
linear defects would push the onset of dissipation to
higher temperatures. In Fig. 1 we show the resistivity of
the film before and after irradiation at several fluences.
The measurements were performed at 1 T dc field direct-
ed perpendicular to the plane of the film. In the unirradi-
ated state, the dissipation becomes detectable at -60 K.
This large broadening of the transition for Hllc is a
characteristic feature of the highly anisotropic cuprates
[8,17]. Even at the lowest Auence (Sx 10' ions/cm2), we

observe a large shift (-21 K) of the onset to higher tem-
peratures. This shift reaches a saturation value at p
-2X10" ions/cm and then decreases after irradiation
at &=4X IO" ions/cm . A clear understanding of these
data requires a knowledge of the competing factors such
as pinning due to linear defects, relative concentrations
of the defects and flux lines, and changes in T, (bT, )
of the material after irradiation. The BT, varies as
——(9.96X10 ' &+1.27X 10 III ), with a reduction
of -6 K after irradiation at p-4&10" ions/cm . We

can understand this behavior by mapping the Aux-line

lattice (FLL) at I T onto the 2D array of linear defects
distributed with a zero translational order. Since the
shear strength of the FLL is much weaker compared to
the pinning force of linear defects [2], at &=Sx IQ'

ions/cm (8&—1.2 T) all Aux lines will be captured by
the defects. This results in a large shift of the resistivity
curve. At low temperatures, where thermal fluctuations
are negligible, this situation would correspond to an op-
timally pinned phase. Further irradiation to a cumulative
Auence equivalent to 8& =2.3 T leads to a situation where
the defects outnumber flux lines in the system. At
sufficiently low temperatures, this would correspond to
the Bose-glass phase of the mixed state as described by
Nelson and Vinokur [1]. However, as thermally activat-
ed lateral displacements of a flux line in the form of loops

grow with temperature, effective pinning would require a
finite number of unoccupied defects as the nearest neigh-
bors. This behavior is reflected in the data for 8&=2.3 T
which shifts to still higher temperatures. No further gain
in pinning for 8& =4.6 T, as revealed by the saturation of
the shift in Fig. 1, suggests that at this stage the number
of defects in the film is more than the critical concentra-
tion required for optimum pinning. A further increase in

the defect density would lead to a global suppression of
the superconducting order parameter (y), as evident

from the suppression of T„and would counteract the
gains in pinning. The downward shift of the resistivity
curve at &=4X 10" ions/cm must be due to a severe

suppression of the order parameter in the sample. This
global loss in Itr is a compound effect of the amorphized
area under the defects (-11.3% at III =4&&10'' ions/cm )
and distortion of the oxygen sublattice in the regions sur-

rounding them.
This mapping between the defects and vortices is also

seen in the p vs T data taken at 5 T (Fig. 2). In this case
also, a large and progressive shift of the onset of dissipa-
tion is seen after irradiation. However, in spite of a
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FIG. 1. Electrical resistivity of a Tl-2:2:2:3 film before and
after irradiation with the Ag ions. The data were taken at 1 T
(Hllc).
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FIG. 2. The resistivity data at 5 T (Hllc) before and after ir-
radiation. Inset: A plot of the activation energy at 77 K vs p.
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significant degradation in zero-field T, at the highest
fluence, the shift in this case continues in one direction.
Since at 5 T only the maximum IIuence (Br,=9.2 T) pro-
vides enough defects to facilitate independent pinning of
each flux line in the film, the data in Fig. 2 are a direct
confirmation of the one-to-one mapping between linear
defects and vortices in the system. We can quantify the
enhancement in pinning by calculating the activation en-

ergy at a fixed temperature (say 77 K) from the Ar-
rhenius plots of the form Inp vs 1/T. In the inset of Fig.
2, we show the activation energy U(77 K and 5 T) vs p.
To a first approximation, this U(T) can be regarded as
the pinning energy of the most loosely bound lines in the
system. This is expected to increase as more and more
neighbors of such flux lines are trapped by the defects.

These eA'ects of vortex confinement are seen in the be-
havior of J, as well. In Fig. 3 we show the J, data (cri-
terion 10 pV/cm) taken at 77 K as a function of magnet-
ic field. As seen in this figure, J, of the unirradiated film
is zero for poH & 1 T. This precipitous drop in J, is a
manifestation of weak pinning and a large reversible re-
gion in the mixed state of T1-2:2:2:3. After irradiation,
however, the range of measurable J, extends to higher
fields. There are some other interesting features in the
data shown in Fig. 3. First of all, for poH & 2.5 T, the J,
after irradiation at the maximum fluence (&=4X 10''
ions/cm ) is considerably lower than the J, at the lower
fluences. This behavior is a consequence of -6 K reduc-
tion in T, of the material, and is consistent with the p vs

T curve at this fluence (Fig. 1). For poH & 2.5 T, howev-

er, the contribution of additional pinning centers becomes
evident as the J, vs poH curve crosses the data for
&=2&&10" ions/cm . Again, this crossover is in agree-
ment with the measurement of linear resistivity at 5 T
(Fig. 2).

For the values of fluence which do not cause a severe
reduction in T„ the critical current shows a weak field

dependence for 8 & 0.58&. The drop in J, for fields

& 0.58& is much more rapid. This is a strikingly diflerent
behavior as compared to the low-temperature J, data of
Bi-2:2:1:2crystals irradiated with iodine ions [5], which

show a universal J, cc B behavior for 0.5 (B/Br, ( 2.0.
The data in Fig. 3 indicate that at high temperatures, a
one-to-one correspondence between the flux lines and
linear defects is not sufficient for optimum pinning. In-

stead, the defects must outnumber flux lines for an appre-
ciable gain in J, [1].

Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the irreversibility line of a
T1-2:2:2:3 film before and after irradiation at P=1 and
3 X 10" ions/cm . The irreversibility temperature has
been deduced from the position of the g peak in the
mutual-inductance data taken at 100 kHz with the exter-
nal dc field Hllc. The inset of the figure shows quadra-
ture components of the pickup voltage at 4.4 T. The
strongly depressed, L-shaped, H;„(T) of the unirradiated
sample is a characteristic of the double Tl-0 or Bi-0 lay-
er containing highly anisotropic cuprates [10,18,19]. The
irreversibility line shifts to higher temperatures after irra-
diation. However, the shift is not the same at each field.
The columnar defects tend to remove the curvature at the
knee of H;„(T) and make it more like the irreversibility
line of the less anisotropic YBaqCus07 [3]. The large
shift of the g peak, which essentially signals the onset of
linear response at the measurement frequency [20], is

similar to the behavior of linear resistivity and J, as dis-
cussed earlier. However, while correlating the position of
the peak in g with the dc linear response, the former
must be deduced in the limit of zero frequency.

A complete understanding of the linear and nonlinear

responses of vortices in the presence of columnar defects
requires a knowledge of the factors such as FLL elastici-

ty, anisotropy, and thermal fluctuations. For fields

B«8&, every flux line is trapped by the defects. At
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FIG. 3. Critical current density plotted as a function of ap-
plied field (Hllc). The data were taken at 77 K.
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FIG. 4. Irreversibility line before (po) and after irradiation
at pi = I X10" and isz=3x10'' ions/cm . Inset: The quadra-
ture (g") component of the pickup voltage at 4.4 T before and

after irradiation.
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sufficientl low temperatures, J, in this limit is -cUo/
Pobo, where Uo is the depth of the pinning potential for
unit length of the flux line, tjio the flux quantum, c the ve-

locity of light, and bo the width of the well. However, as
thermal fluctuations become stronger, vortex transport is
decided by the balance of thermal, flux-line tension, and
pinning energies with respect to the Lorentz force; When
the line tension is significant, dissipation occurs by excita-
tion of vortex loops of the z dimension spanning several
CuOz planes in the crystal lattice. In the limit of com-
pletely decoupled layers, motion of pancake vortices [21]
would be responsible for dissipation. Although from the
data in hand we can only speculate about the role of pan-
cake vortices, our measurements of the critical current
density at 77 K unambiguously show that the linear de-
fects in this system can provide eff'ective pinning even in a
temperature range where the Josephson interlayer cou-
pling is considerably weaker.

In summary, we have measured the TAFF resistivity,
J„and irreversibility temperature of Tl-2:2:2:3 films con-
taining linear defects of radius & g,b. Trapping of vor-

tices in these defects leads to a large shift of the onset of
dissipation to higher temperatures. The linear defects
shrink the reversible region on the T-H plane and in-

crease J, in a temperature range where thermal fluctua-
tions are important. In this regime, however, defects
must outnumber vortices by a significant margin for
eff'ective pinning. Our data also show that a severe
depression of the order parameter at high fluences limits
extension of this criterion to arbitrarily large fields.
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